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Painting the Town:
Street mural project brought young and old to create community art
By Gemma Parker
As the Membership Coordinator for the Pocket Community
Association, I regularly receive emails from local
organizations planning interesting projects for Toronto.
One that caught my eye last year was from StreetARToronto
announcing a pilot project for a road mural. Immediately
I thought of our yearly Street Party, and I knew that a road
mural would be a wonderful addition to the lineup of fun
festivities. I couldn’t think of a better way to bring together
people of all ages and backgrounds with a project we could
all be proud of.
Approval was based on a two-phase application. The first
phase was an expression of interest in which we were
required to get our proposed location approved. The
second phase was slightly more daunting: We were required
to undertake a community consultation and then seek
approval for the design and project materials from Toronto’s
general manager of transportation services.

paper. He presented us with two very different sketches,
but ultimately the filmstrip design won us over. It was an
ambitious illustration, but it perfectly represented the time
lapse we were trying to convey. The design meandered
seamlessly from natural ravine to orchard, then farmland, to
brickyard, to the Greenwood TTC subway yard and finally
a modern day depiction highlighting the area’s much loved
foxes, Phin Avenue Parkette and the establishment of the
Pocket name.
For the community consultation, three members of the
PCA went door to door on portions of Condor, Baird, and
Ravina avenues. We obtained 45 signatures, with 100%

During one of our monthly PCA meetings we discussed
potential options for the design. We settled on a concept
that would celebrate the history of the Pocket and how the
area has evolved over the years.
We had the concept, but now we needed an artist! We loved
the artwork above The Only Café and thought that Cesar
Rodriguez would be the perfect choice to put our ideas on
(continued on page 2)
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Some of what it takes is certainly due to design, planning and architecture – all of which
are heavily influenced by when it was built and where it is located. Luck, in other words.
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How lucky we are to be able to walk (or cycle) to good transportation, to shopping,
schools, parks, a variety of restaurants and entertainment, and to do so in a reasonably
pedestrian-friendly streetscape. And to have big trees.
So we got lucky. Our neighbourhood is conducive to building community because it
isn’t designed for people to move from home to garage to car, seamlessly removing
all unplanned human contact. Neighbourhoods like the Pocket naturally create
opportunities to bump into one another. Phin Park and Oakvale Green act as “town
squares” where community flourishes, unconsciously, among dog-owners, among
residents from diverse backgrounds who might not otherwise have occasion to interact,
among tired-looking parents whose kids scamper around the playground, and between
teens and young adults perfecting their basketball skills.
But beyond these natural attributes, the Pocket is blessed with a lot of people who
consciously build community. Some of the things they’ve done can be seen in this issue
– but there are many others. Their various activities and accomplishments include,
in no particular order (and acknowledging that this is only a partial list): Pocket tree
planting drive, Phin Park renewal, Oakvale Green community garden, movies in the Park
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Painting the Town
(continued from page 1)

Victor Fraser, a street artist well known
for his alphabet along the Danforth
sidewalk, was responsible for bringing
our design to life. He arrived bright and
early on the day of the event wearing his
signature handmade mirrored jacket,
which dazzled in the sunlight all day long.
He outlined the design in chalk on the
road and mixed the paint to match our
design.

support for the mural from the people we spoke with. All in
all, people were very excited for the project.
Dave Meslin, the project coordinator for all four GTA mural
locations, was instrumental in securing a sizable grant from
the Laidlaw Foundation. This allowed us to offset a large
amount of our costs for both materials and permits.
In an attempt to lengthen the mural’s lifespan, three of us
came out the night before the Street Party with brooms and
a power washer. By the time we were done, we could have
eaten off the road – almost!

Now for the fun bit! We started handing
out brushes and cups of paint, and before
we knew it the mural was taking shape.
It was truly wonderful to see the joy on
everyone’s faces as they put their own
mark on the mural. We had children as
young as two helping out, and a number
of adults who said painting made them
feel like kids again!
The little ones came and went, and by the time the sun went
down we were left with a few hardcore adult volunteers who
committed to seeing it through until the end. We rigged up
some powerful spotlights and continued painting until well
past 10 pm.
Upon inspection the following morning I could see only
two accidental paint footprints! For a 60-foot mural painted
mostly by children I’d say that’s not bad, and in fact I’m kind
of glad they are there. To me, they are little signatures of a
great day had by a wonderful community.

CL ASSI F I EDS
Upon reflection and integration of much into our
thinking, we have come to the conclusion that a global
future that is safe for women, that is, a future that allows
women to thrive is the best future. In a real sense,
women are the ‘canaries in the coal mine’ such that, a
global future where women cannot thrive is a future
where humanity is doomed. This works on so many
levels; we are baffled as to why this metric is not more
widely understood and used.

www.theravinaproject.org
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Editorial cont.

(continued from page 1)

(complete with popcorn stand), Pocket Community Association, Madinah Masjid liaison, TTC Yards agreement, Phin Park
basketball court refurbishment, skating rink in Phin Park, Phin Park fireworks, First Nations school liaison, Artist in the
Park program, street signage upgrades, Blake-Boultbee Neighbourhood Association liaison, Easter Egg hunt in Phin Park,
Danforth East Community Association liaison, Shakespeare in Phin Park, TTC Donlands station upgrade liaison, Pocket
street party (with Beer Garden, food stands, High Tea, children’s games, giant potluck dinner and music), Santa in the Park,
Pocket sustainable energy project and an annual food drive.
Not least amongst this company is Julia Morgan, who served as publisher and managing editor of this humble newspaper
from 2005 to 2013.
So thanks to all you community builders out there, past, present and future, and especially to the 2,000 of you who showed
up at the mosque vigil on a bitterly cold February night.
We live in a great neighbourhood.
The Pocket is a very local newspaper founded in 2003 and focused on events, people and items of interest in the Pocket
neighbourhood. We aim to publish twice annually.

Could solar power be a bright idea?
By Gordon Fraser
Could solar power be a bright idea for your Pocket home?
So you want to harvest energy from the sun but you don’t
know how to get started? Here are a few ways to go about it.
Typically, people think solar power means installing solar
panels to generate electricity. But that’s not always the
case; you can also use the sun’s energy to make hot water.
The first question you have to answer is, “What kind of
solar do I want to put on my roof? Do I want hot water or
electricity?” Here in the Pocket we have houses with both
kinds of installations.
In either case you will need a knowledgeable person to do
a site evaluation, which may involve climbing up on your
roof. If you are interested in solar hot water, you can Google
“solar hot water installers Toronto.” If you are interested
in making electricity, use “solar panel installers Toronto.”
In either case you will get a number of businesses that will
gladly send a technician to evaluate your house’s suitability.
Suppose you want to make solar hot water. You will need
racks installed on your roof to hold the solar panels, as well
as piping to carry fluids that take the heat down to your
basement near your water heater.
For solar electricity, instead of piping there will be wiring
from the solar panels to your basement, where the
electronics are installed to send the power to the hydro grid.
In both cases you will need some room in your basement to
house equipment.
If generating electricity is your preference, you have three
installation and ownership options. For the first, after you
pass a site inspection, you sign a 20-year contract under
Ontario’s microFIT program, which pays homeowners
a fixed rate for the power they produce (but you should

Solar panels on Queen Victoria St.

do so quickly as the program is due to end and will
accept applications only up to Dec. 31, 2017). Then you
can purchase all of the equipment and have it installed,
inspected and turned on. For the second option, you can
hire a business that installs everything, gets the microFIT
contract, takes a percentage of the revenue and gives the
surplus cash to you. In this way there is no upfront cost,
because in a sense your roof is “rented” to a company that
provides you with a steady income. Note that if the hydro
grid goes offline, such as during a wind storm, even though
you have solar panels on your roof, you cannot access that
energy. With no grid your whole system will shut down
automatically.
The other option for solar electricity is to make your house
“grid resilient.” In this case you will use most of the power
you generate, with any excess being pushed back to the
grid. This option also requires that you sign a generation
agreement with the utility. Your bill will then reflect the net
amount of electricity used, because the utility will give you
a new meter that measures both the energy going to and
coming from the grid. With this option you pay someone
to install the solar panels, racking, wiring, associated
electronics, battery and a new distribution panel. Your
household becomes resilient to power outages. Why? The
new distribution panel contains all the household circuits
that you want to be powered during a grid outage, and it is
powered by the battery. This is the exact setup we have here
at The Ravina Project.
(The Ravina Project was launched by Pocket residents Susan
and Gordon Fraser, who live on Ravina Crescent. Their house
has been modified to be a research lab focusing on sustainable
living.)
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A Fresh Idea:

Mary’s Mart offers a new take on convenience
By Jesse Frayne
In the summer of 2016, a new breed of corner store moved
into the building at Shudell and Jones. The owners of Mary’s
Mart succeeded a long line of convenience-store operators.
In the 1990s, Egbert and Mo Quoi Lee raised their
children above the store. Before them was a Greek family,
a neighbour remembers. They were followed by a series
of hardworking and gentle people, some of whom were
featured in previous Pocket newsletters (Volume 10).
Mary’s Mart is an evolution.
Their website calls it “a hybrid
urban market… (that) has
teamed up with local farmers,
producers and businesses to
bring farm-fresh food to your
doorstep.” For some, they are
slightly less convenient than
more conventional corner
stores – they can be slow to
restock such basics as postage
stamps, emergency macaroni
noodles, and preferred
cigarette brands. These are the
foibles of a new business.

meat boxes as well as other items not carried in the store.
There is a good email backup system to confirm pickup or
delivery. The shop was also featured on the Canadian food
blog The Good Local: https://thegoodlocal.ca/2017/02/15/
local-convenience/
Among the employees are Elliott, Bryn, Batal, Nana, and
Kingsley. The Pocket store is Elliott’s flagship experiment,
one which he plans to replicate in other neighbourhoods.
The response from his
online customers has been
positive. One produce box
was described as “super
fresh, colourful and nicely
packaged,” and this buyer felt
she “got value for money.”

Elliott told me, “Before we
bought the place we spent
a week tracking sales under
the previous owner, and by
offering fresh food we’ve
achieved a 20% growth in
weekly sales.” He says his
buyers want organic produce,
But Mary’s Mart offers fresh
and they are open to new
fruits and vegetables, artisanal Nana, a new employee, showcases Mary’s Mart fresh products.
products. So, even though
cheeses, imaginative jarred
the Danforth is close, the
soups and deluxe items such as bottled organic bone stock,
convenience of good fresh food is still appealing.
which, as a proper journalist, I have sampled. It’s expensive, Our neighbourhood has its food personalities – the folks at
at $13 for a 473-ml bottle, but it is fantastic, exactly what
Pape Market-Foodland (formerly IGA), the Masellis family,
you would give to a sick friend or child. I’ve been supplied a the Square Boy guys (“How do you make your souvlaki this
list of charitable resources which are supported by this good wonderful??” – “We put LOVE in it”). The tiny vegetable
product.
store at the top of Jones, where everyone wears mitts.
A main attraction here is the online ordering
(www.marysmart.com). Customers will find meal kits, boxes
of fresh fruits and vegetables, frozen dinners, and frozen

PETER TABUNS, MPP
Toronto-Danforth

My Office is Open to Serve You.
923 Danforth Ave. 416-461-0223
Email: tabunsp-co@ndp.on.ca
www.petertabuns.ca

Community is built, it’s not an accident.
Elliott and his crew have got a good place with us.
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Refugee Groups in the Pocket
By Rey Dunca
RSVP, short for Refugee Settlement Via Pocket, was born
about a year ago with the goal of sponsoring a refugee
family as well as a refugee LGBT person. Its 25 or so
members include mostly Pocket residents plus some friends
from outside the neighbourhood.
With government quotas filling fast, the group decided to
name their own refugees rather than wait to be matched
with candidates.
RSVP found a Syrian LGBT man who is living without
a visa in Dubai, and in August the group completed the
paperwork and submitted it to Eastminster United Church,
the group’s sponsorship agreement holder. Just this January,
RSVP received what’s called the “G number” (case/file
number) for the candidate from the government. This
means RSVP has been approved as a sponsor, and the next
step is the assessment or vetting of the candidate.

RSVP also picked a Syrian family of four living in Lebanon;
they had been recommended by another refugee family in
the GTA. Their paperwork was completed and submitted to
Eastminster, and the group is awaiting the G number.
On the money front, RSVP’s goal is to raise $60,000, which
will support the family and the LGBT candidate for their
first year in Canada. The group has raised $55,000 so far.
Please help them raise the last $5,000! Cheque donations
made out to Eastminster United Church can be handed to
Rey Dunca at 22 Dawson Ave. You will receive a tax receipt.
Other Pocket residents are part of sponsorship groups
as well. The Wilkinson-St. David’s group, made up of
representatives from the nearby school and the church,
welcomed a family of six in September. They are ethnic
Karens, from Burma, who had spent 14 years in a refugee
camp in Thailand, says group member Trish O’ReillyBrennan. They are living in a two-bedroom apartment in
Toronto’s east end.

The Oakvale Green:
Ten years on

By Marc van Beusekom
“They [almost] paved paradise and put up
a parking lot.”
Newer residents of the Pocket may not be
aware of the storied history of the lovely
patch of vegetable garden, orchard, and
meadow that make up the Oakvale Green.
The Oakvale Green is at the north end of the
green space that separates the Pocket from
the TTC yard. Some 24 years ago, that property, which is
owned by the TTC, was slated to become a parking lot for
250 cars – ironically, to provide parking for TTC employees
working at the yards.
It was just one week after Nicholas Brooks and his wife
Kathryn had moved into their house on Oakvale Avenue
that two TTC employees came around, informing the
residents that their peaceful avenue was about to become a
lot busier. Some local residents were resigned. Nicholas was
not resigned
“I can be difficult when I get angry,” Nicholas confides.
“Very difficult.” He acknowledges that it rubs some people
the wrong way, “but it’s because I care a lot about this. And
because it seems to work.”
To his credit and to the benefit of the neighbourhood, that
approach did work. Nicholas channelled his anger and
formed a group called OKRA – the Oakvale Residents
Association – and proceeded to engage in a long battle
with the TTC. Among other tactics, Nicholas pointed out
that emptying a 250-space parking lot after a shift, along
the single-lane exit route, would create a traffic jam lasting
several hours.

As the meetings dragged on, Nicholas discovered that the
TTC didn’t actually have the proper zoning for a parking
lot (it was, fittingly, zoned for greenhouses) and that they
were proceeding on an “as of right” basis. The Committee
of Adjustment finally decided the issue in favour of OKRA,
forcing the TTC to negotiate a reduced number of parking
spaces (65) and, as part of the compromise, to create a green
space on the balance of the property, and provide water for
it from the TTC’s facility. In 2006, that green space became
Oakvale Green.
While Nicholas was focused on defeating the TTC, his wife
Kathryn conceived of the plan to turn part of the green
into a community garden. The first eight plots were duly
created. Expanded in 2009, it now provides 32 plots rented
out at cost plus six hours of labour toward the upkeep of
communal areas, such as the copse of young apple and
pear trees. Altogether about sixty people help cultivate the
gardens.
Kathryn, who had also overseen the administration of the
gardens, developed cancer in 2014 and died eight months
later. A Japanese maple was planted in a shaded recess of
the gardens in her honour. From its vantage point, the
decorative maple overlooks the verdant lettuces, ripening
tomatoes, and sweet corn of the carefully tended plots.
Through the stand of maturing trees on the south side, the
corner of the parking lot is barely visible.
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History of the Pocket: The Firehall
By Lawrence Fagan

Station 26 on Greenwood Avenue was built
in 1912 and demolished in 1963 to make way
for the Greenwood TTC Yards. The crew from
1919 are identified as (from right to left):
Taylor, William Cheeseman, Charles Follis,
Captain Adamson, Tom Brown, Tommy
Benson, Tommy Boyce, and Art Barron.

The firehall’s immediate neighbour to the north at the
corner of Oakvale and Greenwood was the East End
Alliance Church, also expropriated and demolished.
There was a very distinctive tower in the back of the
firehall for drying hoses.

1962 – Fire Hall 323 on Chatham
did not yet exist. It would replace,
at a cost of $145,000, the soon
to be demolished station at
Greenwood and Oakvale. See
article at right.
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What’s Been Happening in the Pocket
By Susan McMurray and Marc van Beusekom
TTC Greenspace becoming a park
On December 13, 2016, City Council passed a motion
introduced by Councillor Paula Fletcher to convert a
portion of the TTC’s Oakvale Green space into a permanent
park. Part of Council’s decision was that the space will be
available for community members to walk their dogs offleash. An official opening event is being planned for the
park. —SM
First Nations School established
This January, the First Nations School of Toronto officially
moved into the former Eastern Commerce Collegiate with
a small but growing population of kindergarten to Grade
8 kids. (Check out the school’s Facebook page.) Principal
Jonathan Kakegamic invited the Pocket community to join
teachers and parents at a school open house and then attend
a celebratory Round Dance. As the next step in welcoming
the school to the neighbourhood, the Pocket Community
Association is working with residents to the north of
Danforth to organize a social event in collaboration with
the school. —SM
Skating rink in Phin Park
Our thanks to John, an intrepid Pocket volunteer and
Ravina Crescent resident, who worked so hard in February
to create a great skating rink in Phin Park. Sadly, John’s hard
work was no match for climate change. Thank you again
this year, John, and we’ll hope for better skating weather
next year! —SM
Mosque vigil and candlelight walk
In response to the tragic murders at a mosque in Quebec
City at the end of January, the Pocket Community
Association co-organized and co-hosted a vigil and
candlelight walk at the Madinah Mosque on the evening
of Friday, February 3. Some 2,000 residents attended
to show their solidarity with our Muslim neighbours.
See www.thepocket.ca for more photos. —SM

Energy and environment
A group of Pocket residents who are interested in energy
and environment issues are discussing how the Pocket
might become a post-carbon community. This could
involve “retrofitting” homes to reduce energy use (i.e. seal
the house’s envelope, and insulate to a high standard) and
then changing energy sources (perhaps follow the lead of
the Germans and Swedes who are using geothermal district
heating for their homes). Nearby institutions, such as the
TTC, Toronto Community Housing and local schools,
might be encouraged to play a role. Updates to follow. —SM
Condominium development at 1177 Danforth
A public meeting was held on March 14 to discuss the
development of a nine-story condominium on the corner of
Greenwood and Danforth avenues. The condo will have 104
units with an average size of 740 sq feet and targeted price
of around $400,000. This is the third iteration of the design
based on feedback from previous community meetings.
There will be one further public meeting before the building
goes to Council for approval. —MvB
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The Pocket Community Association page
Annual General Meeting

Safety Committee

The Pocket Community Association’s 2017 Annual General
Meeting is coming soon. (The PCA decided to move it to
the spring in order to avoid unpleasant January weather
that can sometimes make attendance challenging.) Please
mark May 9 as a tentative date on your calendar. More
information will be available in the near future.

•

Members of the PCA’s Safety Committee have worked
hard to improve pedestrian and bicycle safety in the
neighbourhood. In response, to date, the City has more
clearly marked lines at intersections so cars know where
to stop and has repainted the bike lanes on Jones.

•

Next steps include installation of “No exit to
Greenwood” signs, possible installation of a couple of
additional stop signs, and discussions about how to
make school crossings at Jones safer.

•

The Committee also hopes that spring will bring the
City-approved contraflow bike lane on the one-way part
of Chatham Avenue.

As usual, elections will be held for all positions on the
Board: chair, vice chair, secretary, treasurer, membership
coordinator, communications coordinator, fundraising
coordinator, and two members at large. If you are interested,
or would like to nominate someone, please check the PCA’s
website www.thepocket.ca for more information.
Neighbourhood Support
•

In addition to sponsoring first aid training last fall,
the PCA’s Neighbourhood Support Committee has
produced some useful documents for Pocket residents
and is working on others. These include a handy
checklist for a 72-hour emergency kit, snow clearing
tips, and questions and answers about how to deal with
household and street hazards or emergencies.

•

The Committee is also distributing welcome packages
to new neighbours, with information about the Pocket,
local services, waste pickup, personal safety and a
package of flowering seeds for spring gardens!

TTC Committee
•

In response to the PCA TTC Committee’s ongoing
liaison, the TTC has made several greenspace
improvements. A new fence was installed at Queen
Victoria and Oakvale Green to reduce the chance
of children running onto the street or dogs leaving
the area and entering private property. The TTC has
renovated the entrance to Oakvale Green at Shudell,
where a new walkway and fence are already partly
installed. Drainage problems in the lowest part of the
greenspace have also been improved.

Illustration: Cecilia Booth

The Pocket Cartoon

“We started out fixing a leaky tap, and before we knew it...”
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UPCOMING EVENTS IN THE POCKET
Easter Egg Hunt

Phin Park Philms

10 am–12 pm, Saturday, April 15, Phin Park

Dates are TBA. Suggestions welcome. jeffotto@sympatico.ca

Come out for the egg hunt, cupcake decorating, face
painting, and Easter Bunny greet. Those participating
should bring 20 plastic eggs with wrapped treat inside.
Must come early to hide eggs before the event.

Pocket Street Sale

Spring Clean-up in Phin Park

9 am–1 pm tentatively Saturday, June 17
Set up a table on the sidewalk or in the park and sell your
dusty treasures or take a walk and add to your collection.
Pocket Street Party

10 am, Saturday, April 22
Annual clean-up day event. Come join in! Bring your
rake, gardening gloves and help tidy up the park or help
Gardenzilla build the “Project X” herb garden. Take home
some free compost for your own garden.

2 pm–10 pm tentatively Saturday, Sept. 16
Enjoy games, activities, a bazaar, potluck dinner, and
entertainment with your neighbours. All ages welcome.

Victoria Day Fireworks
Dusk, Monday, May 22, Phin Park
Come early to stake out a good spot! Popcorn and treats
will be available. Volunteers will be collecting donations
door to door in early to mid May.

Growing Up in the Pocket
By a twentysomething Pocket resident
Over the years, my small neighbourhood changed from
being either a “poorer” version of Riverdale or a slightly
“better” version of Leslieville. Today, my neighbourhood
has evolved to the highly desirable “Pocket” and I have been
asked to share some of my reflections as a person born and
raised here. A small disclaimer to start, I can only speak to
my personal experiences as directly related to my street, as
my childhood was 90% centred around Hunter Street only.
From the age of 0–12, I attended school out of district
due to childcare and French Programming. Although I
had no-one from my elementary school within walking
distance of my home, my best friend was my immediate
neighbour. During those years, 80% of my playtime was
at my friend’s house or at my house. My street during
those years was populated with many families with similar
aged children – hardly a summer day or holiday would go
by where there wasn’t a group of kids playing out front.
Some of the highlights that stand out for me include a
community skating rink in my neighbour’s yard, organized
summer street parties, impromptu pot-luck dinners where
neighbours would bring over their BBQ and share their
meals. Although I did not truly appreciate the importance
at the time, my street was truly inclusive, diverse, accepting,
and a positive space.

school out of district at Monarch Park Collegiate for the
IB program, but fortunately it was within walking distance
for me. Luckily a couple of my middle school friends also
attended the same program so we could walk together.
Phin Park was convenient growing up as it was close
enough for us to walk to independently (with friends) but
to this day I am still wary of its safeness after dark. Even
today as an adult, I would not walk through the park at
night alone and would detour to Jones Ave. The fact that
the park would often smell of marijuana during the early
evening seemed disrespectful as it is a public space that is
used by many young children.
Now as a young adult who has just graduated from
university, I can see that I had a pretty great childhood
growing up in my part of the Pocket. My family continues
to have close relationships with the neighbours and I still
have one of my closest friends living in the Pocket. I love
the convenience of being so close to the Danforth and TTC
– it’s too bad that my non-Toronto friends are reluctant to
visit me because of the lack of overnight parking… and
their inability to parallel park.

However, as time passed, my street/neighbourhood
changed. I returned to this neighbourhood for middle
school but that was also the period where most of my
friends moved away to larger homes or a different city.
From the time of middle school to high school, my family
became one of the “older” families on my street. To be
honest, I did not love my middle school experience but
I think most kids “hated” middle school – the silver
lining was the easy walking distance to school for me. My
immediate neighbourhood became less of a focal point for
me as I continued through high school. I again attended

Stay connected in the Pocket! See last page for details.
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In the Kitchen
Illustration by Cecilia Booth
Recipe from The Joy of Cooking, 1963 edition

Squirrel Stew
2 squirrels
1 cup vinegar
1 onion, diced
¾ teaspoon salt
½ teaspoon pepper
1½ teaspoons seasoning salt
Leaves from 3 celery stalks
4 carrots, diced
4–12 red potatoes
Wash dressed squirrel thoroughly and cut into serving pieces.
Combine vinegar, onion, salt and pepper in deep plastic container.
Add squirrel and enough water to cover.
Let stand 3 hours.
Remove squirrel and place in a roasting pan, brown in 375 degree oven.
Add seasoning salt, celery leaves, carrots, and potatoes.
Again cover with water.
Cover pan and continue cooking until tender.
Serves 2 to 3.

Three ways to stay connected in the Pocket
		

Join the Pocket’s Facebook group (email jeffotto@sympatico.ca)

		 Subscribe to our Google group (email Jeff as above)
		

Visit the Pocket’s website www.thepocket.ca

Important Contact Info
Federal M.P.: Julie Dabrusin
1180 Danforth Ave.,
julie.dabrusin@parl.gc.ca
(416) 405-8914

Toronto District Catholic School Board
(Ward 11) Trustee: Angela Kennedy
angela.kennedy@tcdsb.org
(416) 512-3411

Provincial M.P.P.: Peter Tabuns
tabunsp-co@ndp.on.ca
(416) 461-0223

Conseil scolaire Viamonde :
François Guérin
guerinf@csviamonde.ca
(416) 953-5484

City Councillor (Ward 30):
Paula Fletcher
councillor_fletcher@toronto.ca
(416) 392-4060
Toronto District School Board (Ward 15)
Trustee: Jennifer Story
jennifer.story@tdsb.on.ca
(416) 395-8787

Conseil scolaire de district catholique
Centre-Sud : Claude-Reno d’Aigle
cdaigle1@csdccs.edu.on.ca
1 (888) 388-8559, poste 105
Local Police Number (non-emergency)
(416) 808-2222

Local Schools:
Blake Street Junior Public School
(416) 393-9415
Earl Grey Senior Public School
(416) 393-9545
First Nations School of Toronto
(formerly Eastern Commerce)
(416) 393-0555
Riverdale Collegiate Institute
(416) 393-9820
Wilkinson Junior Public School
(416) 393-9575

